Stratospheric constituents are determined by continuity equations including photochemical production and loss as well as the transport and diffusion terms and explicit time variation. Photochemical models self-consistently solve these equations to determine species concentrations. Recent Nimbus 7 measurements give us a first chance to analyze diagnostically the global atmosphere for consistency. We compute the diurnal average photochemical production and loss terms of ozone using monthly and zonally averaged limb infrared monitor of the stratosphere (LIMS) 03, H20, HNO3, NO2, and temperature and stratospheric and mesospheric sounder (SAMS) CH,• data. The loss rates of ozone by pure oxygen species, by the nitrogen oxides, and by the hydrogen oxides are calculated along with the production rate of ozone by oxygen photolysis. The other major loss rate for ozone, which is the loss rate by the chlorine family, is calculated from a two-dimensional model including SAMS CH,• measurements and a total C1 x of 3 ppbv at the stratopause, yielding a C10 profile in good agreement with balloon measurements. All loss rates of ozone are therefore tied to experimental measurements. Ozone is thought to be in photochemical equilibrium at low latitudes near 2 mbar; however, our calculations show the diurnal average ozone loss to be about 40-60% higher than the production. Therefore photochemical models using LIMS H20, HNO3, NO2, and temperature and SAMS CH,• will predict lower ozone concentrations than those measured by LIMS. Uncertainties in this region are a factor of 1.7 with the major contributions coming from the 0 3 measurements, the calculated photolysis of 0 3 to O(XD), and the calculated photolysis for 0 2.
INTRODUCTION
The balance of ozone production and loss terms in the upper stratosphere has been of concern to atmospheric scientists for many years. It became clear in the mid-1960's that the Chapman mechanism was not sufficient to balance the production of ozone due to the photolysis of molecular oxygen. Hunt [1966] added the HO,, catalytic loss of ozone in a onedimensional calculation that included measurements of H20 and 03. Crutzen [1970] noted that the NO,, family also provides a catalytic loss for ozone and included this loss in a one-dimensional calculation of the production and loss terms of ozone using measurements of H20, 03, and HNO 3 as well as some calculations of NO2. Four years later it was recognized that the CI,, family also could have an effect on stratospheric ozone [Stolarski and Cicerone, 1974; Wofsy and McElroy, 1974; Crutzen, 1974; Molina and Rowland, 1974] . In 1978, two independent papers were published [Frederick et al., 1978; Johnston and Podolske, 1978] using one-dimensional models with atmospheric measurements which included all four families I-O,,, HO,,, NO,,, and CI,,] that are now believed to be responsible for ozone loss in the stratosphere. These papers both concluded that in the upper stratosphere, where ozone should be in photochemical equilibrium, the ozone loss was higher than the ozone production. Johnston and Whitten [1973] pioneered the use of instantaneous photochemical rates in order to calculate the production and loss rates of ozone in a two-dimensional form.
Solomon et al. [1980] used this method with atmospheric measurements of 03 and NO2 to calculate the loss of ozone due to O,, and NO,, compared to the production of ozone.
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Recently, Crutzen and Schmailzl [1983] computed the twodimensional distributions of ozone production and loss from all four families using available atmospheric measurements including the stratospheric and mesospheric sounder (SAMS) N20 and CH,• data, but not including limb infrared monitor of the stratosphere (LIMS) data. One of the conclusions of this study was that the ozone loss was higher than the ozone production in the upper stratosphere.
Building on these previous studies, we do a twodimensional calculation of the production and loss of ozone. Ideally, one needs 02, 03, O, NO2, NO3, H, OH, HO2, C10, temperature, and solar flux in order to calculate the loss and production of ozone (see equations (1)--(6) below). We have available only two-dimensional distribution measurements of 03, H20, NO2, HNO3, CH4, N20, and temperature, along with solar flux at the top of the atmosphere; thus we must make do with these measurements and use them to derive all other species necessary for the ozone balance calculation. We do a two-dimensional diurnal average calculation using instantaneous rates which demonstrates most of the problems of ozone balance in the stratosphere.
We include the chemistry of O,,, HO,,, NO,,, and CI,, and use monthly and zonally averaged Nimbus 7 limb infrared monitor of the stratosphere (LIMS) 03, H20, NO2, HNO3, and temperature (an overview of LIMS data is given by Gille and Russell [1984] SAMS data are the most complete set of minor constituent measurements in the stratosphere to date; therefore, with these data we obtain a more complete picture of the agreements and disagreements of the ozone balance of the stratosphere. This calculation aids in analyzing our conceptual picture of the photochemistry of the stratosphere. The photodissociation rate for molecular oxygen is repre-, sented by J1 (see (R1) in Table 1 ). Actually, when we compute either the production or the loss of ozone we really are computing the production or the loss of odd oxygen, which is the sum of 0 3, O(3p), and O(1D). In the stratosphere, odd oxygen is primarily in the form of 0 3. The P results in the production of two oxygen atoms which very quickly combine with a molecule of oxygen and a third body to form ozone (see (R20) in Table 1 We use a diurnal average method from Turco and Whitten [1978] in which the daytime and nighttime averages of species concentrations are found, and the length of day versus night is considered as a function of latitude and season. As discussed by Turco and Whitten, the use of this method of diurnal averaging will cause less than 10% error for OH, HOe, and 03 and less than 15% error for NO2 up to 47 km (about 1 mbar). We show in the uncertainty calculation section of this paper that other uncertainties inherent in the calculation are much larger than these.
Since the night to day ratios, which we obtain from the model of Herman and McQuillan [1985] (first described by Herman [1979] ), are nearly invariant parameters and the principal variation of the diurnal factors with latitude is the length of day, our results should be quantitatively correct for the low to mid latitude regions and at least qualitatively correct for high latitudes. For the purpose of the present study none of the conclusions will be affected by this approximation.
Under The other species needed in order to compute the P and L is CIO, which is calculated using the two-dimensional model with reactions (R1)-(R91). This is the only calculation in which the transport is necessary, since the atmosphere provides the transport in the other calculations because of the use of satellite measured species. We use the finding by Berg et al. [1980] that Cl,, is 3 ppbv near the stratopause and apply this as a constraint in our model. (At the level of analysis being considered, the shape of the CI,, profile is more or less independent of which source gas is assumed and also is not very dependent on the details of the transport.) We thus put CI,, into the model via the source gases CFCI 3 (F-11) and CF2CI 2 (F-12), where the F-11 and F-12 from year 1980 of the run described by Guthrie et al.
[1984a] were multiplied by a factor of 4 to obtain 3 ppbv CI,,. We specify CH½ to the SAMS data and 03, H20, HNO3, and NO2 to the LIMS data in order to get the best representation of the chemistry internal to the Cl,,system. A daytime C10 profile was derived from our model calculation at 35øN and is compared with Menzies [1984] (7 x 1013 cm -2 and 1.3 x 1013 cm -2 above 30 km and above 40 km, respectively, at 20øN latitude in October; and 7-8 x 10 ;3 cm -2 and 2.0 x 10 ;3 cm -e above 30 km and above 40 km, respectively, at 20øN latitude in December). This finding is consistent with other model results given in Solomon et al. [1984] . In a related model study Ko and Sze [1984] showed that the agreement between the Solomon et al. [1984] observed intensities of the C10 emission and their onedimensional model predicted intensities is good, particularly in terms of the night to day ratios. This indicates that use of a diurnal average model is sufficient to study CIO behavior as a function of latitude.
A column HCI can also be computed. We find that our values are 20-40% higher than the recent measurements of Mankin and Coffey [1983] but are close to or lower than the measurements of Girard et al. [1982] .
Results given above suggest that a total CI x of 3 ppbv in the stratosphere may be slightly high. Unfortunately, the various measurements of CIO, HCI, and total CI,, are not all consistent with one another. We complete most of our production and loss computations with a total CI,, of 3 ppbv but also Figures 10a-10d We now examine the LIP behavior in other regions of the stratosphere, concentrating first on the LIP values for March. The L and the P have differently shaped contours in the lower stratosphere and higher latitudes (see Figures 7a and 7b) . The P depends on the shorter wavelengths (< 242 nm) because of its dependence on the photodissociation of molecular oxygen. The L depends on longer wavelengths (< 1140 nm) because of its dependence on the photodissociation of ozone. Note the large dependence of L on atomic oxygen, O. Photons with wavelengths below 242 nm are absorbed quite efficiently at the very large column densities of O2 and 03, for high latitudes and low altitudes; thus not much ozone production is permitted. Most of the photons between 300 and 1140 nm are not affected by O2 and 03. These photons lead to the production of O which is the critical ingredient in ozone loss. The sun must be shining for substantial ozone loss to take place, as O goes away quite rapidly with sunset. Thus when the sun first rises and just before it sets, L will be much greater than P.
How do the total loss terms from each family compare with each other? In
The steep, generally slanted, contour cliff (observed in Figure 12 ) in the low to middle stratosphere and above 30 ø latitude is the result of the P being reduced. Larger optical depths, resulting from the O2 and 03 column, cause significantly greater absorption of photons with wavelengths less than 242 nm. The production dominates the loss below about 10 mbar between -30 ø and +30 ø latitude in March. The production and loss rates, however, are both virtually insignificant in this region.
The shape of the contour line 1.0 (production = loss) in the 4 months plotted in Figure 12 indicates apparent solar zenith angle control. In November it is asymmetrically aligned bulging toward the southern hemisphere; in January it is fairly symmetric but centered about 15øS rather than the equator; in March it is centered over the equator and appears to be bulging slightly toward the northern hemisphere; and in May it is asymmetric bulging toward the northern hemisphere. In Table 2 make the largest contributions to the total uncertainty in L/P at 5øN near 2 mbar. The contribution for a given input parameter depends on both the sensitivity coefficient and the input parameter uncertainty. The input parameters with the largest sensitivity coefficients are shown in Table 2 , along with the uncertainties and the product S u In f• which contributes to the sum in (8).
In lower latitudes near 2 mbar, the uncertainty in L/P is dominated by three input parameters' the measured 03 concentration, the rate of the photolysis of 0 3 to O(•D), and the rate of photolysis of 02. These three alone would lead to an uncertainty factor of 1.63, which is larger than or comparable to the imbalance in the calculated P and L. Thus attempts to refine measurements in order to reduce the estimated uncertainty should focus on these terms.
Since photolysis processes (R1) and (R2) are quite important in assessing the total uncertainty in our L/P values, it is necessary to consider the uncertainty that may be added by solar flux uncertainties which are not included in our uncertainty analysis. Error bars are estimated to be ___ 20% near 175 nm, +15% by 200 nm, and +10% by 300 nm [see World Meteorological Organization, 1982, Appendix B]. Since the solar flux uncertainties are a function of wavelength it would be difficult to include their error bars in our uncertainty analysis. These error bars are substantially less than the quoted uncertainties of a factor of 1.4 in the photodissociation cross sections for (R1) and (R2) (see Table 2 ) and would not contribute greatly to the uncertainty factor in the LIP ratio anyway. Thus, for the purposes of this uncertainty calculation, the solar flux uncertainties can be neglected.
The large contribution of 03, (R1), and (R2) to the total uncertainty is due to the large sensitivity coefficients and large input parameter uncertainty factors, especially for the photolysis processes (R1) and (R2). The uncertainty factor of 1.4 for both of these processes is among the larger uncertainty values. These three input parameters and the rate of the 03 formation reaction (R20) are the only ones with appreciable (> 10.31) sensitivity coefficients.
The large sensitivity coefficients for these four input parameters may be simply understood by considering the aspects of The sensitivity coefficient of -0.99 for Jx occurs because odd oxygen production is proportional to J x if one neglects radiative feedback effects, while odd oxygen loss is nearly independent of it. Since the ratio LIP is inversely proportional to P, it will also be essentially inversely proportional to Jx.
The approximate 3/2 power dependence of LIP on 03 is due to a dependence of the loss rate L on 03; neglecting radiative feedback effects P is independent of 03. If odd oxygen loss were due entirely to O,, (by (R19)), the dependence of L on 03 would be nearly quadratic, since the concentration of atomic oxygen is nearly proportional to that of 03. If odd oxygen loss were only due to the NO,, term, its dependence on 03 would be linear, as the concentration of NO 2 is fixed by LIMS and O is proportional to 03. If odd oxygen loss were due entirely to the HO,, terms, there would be approximately a 3/2 power dependence on 03. This comes from the fact that HO,, loss in the upper stratosphere is dominated by (R36) (O + HO2--} OH + O2), and HO 2 scales approximately as the square root of 03 there (KJ). If CI,, loss dominated odd oxygen loss, it would vary with 03 as approximately the 1.6 power, as CIO is proportional to 03 to the 0.6 power. Thus odd oxygen loss is due to a combination of four terms, each varying with 0 3 with a power law dependence between linear and quadratic, so the overall dependence must also be between linear and quadratic.
The approximate linear dependence of LIP on the rate of 0 3 photolysis (R2) and the nearly inverse dependence on (R20) are again due to the loss term only, as P is independent of these rates (neglecting radiative feedback effects for the photolysis rates). Since essentially all odd oxygen loss processes in the upper stratosphere involve atomic oxygen, the odd oxygen loss rate will be proportional to the rate of processes producing (mainly (R2) at 2 mbar) and removing (mainly, (R20)) atomic oxygen. The deviation of the sensitivity coefficient of LIP with respect to (R20) from -1 is due to the fact that atomic oxygen plays an important role in partitioning of odd hydrogen and odd chlorine species among their respective molecules.
DISCUSSION
The L/P values show a systematic behavior at low latitudes of increasing with altitude, although near 30øN at equinox (March) there is a tendency for the L = P line to be nearly vertical up to 10 mbar even in the dynamical region, which implies that a photochemical calculation may give a correct ozone even though the strict conditions for photochemical equilibrium are not met. The systematic behavior of LIP increasing with altitude suggests that a problem may exist in our calculation of P, in spite of the fact that the LIP values are within their uncertainty factors of being equal to 1.0 in the upper stratosphere. This implies that perhaps we are underestimating the photodissociation rate of molecular oxygen; i.e., the photoabsorption cross section may be underestimated for molecular oxygen in the Schumann-Runge or Herzberg continuum. A similar conclusion was given by Solomon et al.
[1983] who compared mesospheric ozone from Solar Mesosphere Explorer (SME) measurements with model calculations. Another indication of a problem in the photochemistry near the stratopause was given in the recent paper of Jackman and McPeters [1985] , who analyzed differences between theoretical model predictions and measurements of ozone depletions resulting from solar proton events. Jackman and McPeters noted that the ozone depletion observed by satellites was substantially larger than that predicted between 1 and 0.3 mbar.
It is evident from the discussion of uncertainties in the previous section that by virtue of their large uncertainties the photolysis processes (R1) and (R2) are the most likely ones to contribute to the uncertainty in LIP. The fact that these processes, along with (R20) and 03, are the only input parameters for which the sensitivity coefficient of LIP is greater than 0.3 means that it is highly unlikely that uncertainties in any or all of the other model input parameters could be responsible for the deviation of LIP as far from unity as has been inferred. Relative insensitivity of LIP to most of the other chemical reaction rates, photolysis rates, and concentrations is quite reasonable, given the roughly equal distribution of odd oxygen loss among oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, and chlorine terms (see Figure 10 at 2 mbar). Thus even relatively large changes in quantities such as the reaction rates governing the OH-HO2 partitioning, which might have a major effect on the hydrogen term, would have only a minor effect on the total odd oxygen loss. Implicit in our calculations and the study of uncertainties is the assumption that our model accurately represents the chemistry of odd oxygen in the stratosphere. Given the systematic excess of odd oxygen loss over production throughout the upper stratosphere, one should critically assess the model to be sure that no odd oxygen production has been neglected. It is possible that computing the LIP terms using the diurnal cycle rather than just a diurnal average would give a slightly different result than that obtained here. We compute the instantaneous LIP terms using the daytime set of LIMS data for March 1979 in order to investigate this possibility, that a calculation of the LIP terms using a full diurnal cycle will result in similar conclusions arrived at using a diurnal average approximation.
CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated the monthly and zonally averaged loss and production rates for ozone using recent Nimbus 7 satellite measurements of stratospheric constituents and accepted reaction and photodissociation rates. We found that ozone has a loss rate that is about 40-60% higher than the production in the photochemical region. The uncertainties in our calculation were a factor of 1.7. This indicated, therefore, that we could not conclude that the photochemistry was incomplete. Inaccuracies in the assumed reaction and photodissociation rates and stratospheric constituents could be sufficient to cause the LIP discrepancy. The systematic behavior of the LIP twodimensional grid indicated, however, that there could be a problem with the P calculation. The measurements of constituents (especially, 03), reaction rates, and photodissociation rates (especially J• and J2) should be made with greater accuracy in order to better determine areas of weakness in our understanding of the photochemistry of the stratosphere.
Despite some problems with the magnitude of the deduced P versus the deduced L in the photochemical region, an interesting pattern occurs in the LIP contours. Three distinct regions appear in the LIP contour diagrams:(1) the aforementioned photochemical region, (2) a region in the low-latitude lower stratosphere where LIP is significantly less than one and time constants are long enough for dynamics to be important, and (3) a region at high latitudes in the lower stratosphere where L/P is significantly more than one because production goes to zero much faster than loss. Since regions 2 and 3 have significantly long chemical time constants, transport of ozone is implied from 2 to 3, i.e., from low and mid-latitudes to high latitudes. The sharp transition between these regions shows clear evidence of solar control during the march of seasons from November through May. 
